Air Chair Assembly Instructions
OUTDOOR HANGING INSTRUCTIONS: Instructions for Hanging the Chair Outdoors.
1.

Tie a separate loop of rope over the tree limb, and drop it down to a height one can reach from
the ground.

2.

Follow the hanging instructions from the instructions for Hanging the Chair indoors beginning
at Step 3.

3.
4.

5.

Once the chair is assembled, hook the large S-hook onto the loop of the rope from the chair.
Some adjustments may need to be made until you find the perfect height for your desired
relaxation.
You may consider purchasing a Tree Strap & Carabineer Clamp for quick hook up and release.

NOTE: The spreader bar width is 43 3/4 inches

INDOOR HANGING INSTRUCTIONS:
Instructions for Hanging the Chair Indoors
d

Be sure to find
center of beam

Screw in clockwise
direction

1.

Locate a Ceiling Joist by tapping or using a
stud finder. The beam must be a solid
straight-grained structural joist, usually
found every 16" to 18" from each other.

2.

Vertically drill a 5/16" pilot hole in the
middle of the joist for the screw to go into.

3.

We recommend that you rotate the
screweye in all the way to the eye for best
support.

4.

Tie the two free ends of the chair ropes
onto the large S-hook by using an
overhand knot.

5.

Hang the S-hook onto the screweye and
determine the rope length that suites your
ceiling height.

6.

The assembled chair should hang
approximately 12" to 14" inches from the
floor, based on your personal preference.

7.

You may need to do some adjustments to
the rope until you find the right sitting
height to accommodate your own height.

8.

Insert the dowels deeply into the boot
cups.

9.

Get a good book or crossword puzzle and
get ready to relax!

